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 HYDRAULIC  MACHINERY
Work which is subject to pressure, such as boiler work, needs d'
the closing power that is sufficient for structural work, and when the j
exceed if in. in thickness it is desirable to fit the riveter with a plate-cl
device, which squeezes the plates together prior to and during the opei
of closing the rivet. This takes the buckle out of the plates and pre
the rivet from being forced between them in the form of a " flash ", \
is detrimental to finished products.
Heavy-powered riveters are often made with two or more powe
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Fig. 3.—Fixed Built-up Hydraulic Riveter
order that they may be use
lighter work. A good com
tion is two powers, the low
which may be used as dc
for either lighter work or
closing in combination witl
higher power. The addit
powers are usually obtaint
combination with a seconc
linder, either located in the
ram or main cylinder covet
control valve being commc
all the powers which are obti
by operating a stop valv
valves. For example, two pc;
may be obtained by shuttin
the small cylinder for the
power and employing botl
the larger; three powers
shutting off the large cylii
shutting off the small cylii
and employing both cylin
Some makers obtain the se
or higher power by emplc
a small intensifier, located ir
main cylinder cover, of su
capacity as to allow for
squeeze and the stretch of the frame.    Water-saving devices are also f
when desired.
There are two forms of riveters in common use, namely, static
and portable.   A stationary riveter, as the name implies, is one whic
fixed upon a foundation, and is employed upon work which is suspei
in a crane during the operation of riveting;   such work as the shell
firebox  of Scotch and  locomotive boilers, the shell of Lancashire
Cornish boilers.    The opening is the distance between the riveter a
while the gap is the depth of the opening from the centre of the sr
The gap is made to suit the class of work, and heavy riveters with <
gaps are usually built up of cast-steel arms on a cast-iron distance p

